SUSTAMED - SUSTANDROL 5AMPS

Brands:
Balkan Pharmaceuticals
Substance:
Testosterone Mix
Release form:
Injectable Steroids
https://www.big-up.shop/catalog/balkan-pharmaceuticals/sustamed---sustandrol-5amps.html

Buy now
Description
Sustamed - comes in injection form. It is a steroid drug with a strong anabolic
effect. It increases the supply of tissues with oxygen, due to which there is an
increased synthesis of proteins, an increase in endurance, an increase in muscle
mass and strengthening of bone tissue. On a course lasting from 5 to 7 weeks, you
can gain up to 10 kg of muscle tissue. At the heart of the drug Sustamed, lie 4
testosterone esters. Each of them has a different period of action and is included
in the work consistently. The first of them gives its effect already the day after the
injection, and the last enters on the 7th day. Thus, a continuous impact on the
body and a strong increase in strength. It is worth remembering that testosterone
is a flavoring ether and has a high androgenic effect, so it is better to take it in
conjunction with anti-estrogenic drugs, for example with Providom. Competent

therapy after the completion of the course of Sustamed, will help to preserve the
results for a long time and avoid the effects of aromatization. Course of admission
The course of Sustamed lasts from 5 to 7 weeks, the absolute maximum is 8
weeks. Injections are done 2 times a week. Dosage is calculated at a rate of 250 to
750 grams per week. But the choice of dosage should be individual, depending on
the purpose, sports experience, experience in the use of steroids and your weight.
To achieve maximum effect, the drug can be used with other anabolic steroids.
Side effects
Side effects from Sustamed are most often manifested in cases when athletes do
not use antiestrogens on the course of the drug. In some cases, there may be
increased hair flow or alopecia, acne. Aromatization is overestimated as a rule
already on 3-5 week of a course, therefore it is necessary to start to accept
inhibitors of estrogens. Reviews Gives a strong anabolic effect. Strongly reduces
catabolic action. Increases stamina and strength. Increases libido. Moderate
accumulation of liquid.
Substance testosterone
Type amp
Quantity 5 amps
Dosage 250 mg/ml
Manufacturer Balkan Pharmaceuticals

